Professional Development Program (PDP) Mock Interview

Sign up for an on campus mock interview with a BASF representative and receive valuable feedback on your interview skills before the fall recruiting season! Time slots are available on a first come, first serve basis, and applicants should have a strong interest in the BASF PhD PDP program.

THIS OPPORTUNITY IS AVAILABLE TO ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS AND POST DOCS IN CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, AND BIOCHEMISTRY

Do you enjoy travel? Can you adapt to continuous change? If you answered yes, BASF has an opportunity that will allow you to explore your sense of adventure, engage your passion for challenge, and entertain your desire to play an integral part in a fast-paced global 100 company. We are seeking highly motivated, mobile-minded, upcoming college graduates who are interested in launching their careers and gaining valuable experiences through a Professional Development Program.

BASF is the world’s leading chemical company. We combine economic success, social responsibility and environmental protection. Through science and innovation, we enable our customers in almost all industries to meet the current and future needs of society. Our products and system solutions contribute to conserving resources, ensuring healthy food and nutrition and helping to improve quality of life. We have summed up this contribution in our corporate purpose: We create chemistry for a sustainable future.

Professional Development Program Summary

- 24 month cross-functional program with 3 eight-month assignments which provide exposure to various technologies and career opportunities throughout BASF.
- Assignments can be located in a variety of locations throughout the U.S.
- Placement at the conclusion of the program leads to opportunities in research, development, or applications in the following: materials, organic chemical, polymer, agro-chemical, biotechnology, ecology, and quality improvement, production/process support, innovation, and technical business functions

What can the PhD PDP do for you?

- Develop technical expertise, network at senior levels throughout BASF and explore possible career tracks within the company.
- Enhance career development and deliver value to BASF through the planned and designed assignments.
- This program offers a comprehensive program of employee benefits, including an award winning flexible work arrangement and competitive retirement savings plan.

Basic Qualifications

- PhD degree in Chemistry, Biochemistry, or Chemical Engineering
- Commitment to relocate anywhere in the U.S.
- Authorization to work in the U.S. without restrictions or need for future sponsorship (not required for mock interview)
- Excellent written and oral communication skills
- Outstanding work ethic
- Bilingual a plus
People who know you should describe you as…

- An effective communicator and collaborator
- Someone who drives innovation and sustainable solutions
- Someone who embraces diversity

Learn more about the PhD PDP at the following link: http://bit.ly/1x7sGoD